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While it is a leaning mirror, 
its size and weight mean it 

must be anchored to a wall, 
using the provided wall 

anchor kit. Alternatively, it 
can be hung on the wall in 

either a portrait or 
landscape orientation.

Large Panelled mirror  £699 

WEIGHT:33.2 kg 
DIMENSIONS:100 x 180 x 3 ( WxDxH cm ) 
TEXTURE/FINISH:Black

Made in a beautiful soft black finish, this is an imposing piece of art-
meets-furniture that will delight you every time you look into it and will 

help bounce natural light around your home to make your space seem 
larger. This statement mirror stands at 180cm tall and is made up of many 

smaller pieces of bevelled mirror, framed in black hand-painted wood



Square Panelled mirror  £350 

WEIGHT:16 kg 
DIMENSIONS:100 x 100 x 2 ( WxDxH cm ) 
TEXTURE/FINISH:Black

This square mirror draws its inspiration from the classic window pane. 
Featuring a statement black hand-painted frame that surrounds the 

twenty-five inner bevelled mirrored squares, this mirror is perfect for 
creating the illusion of more light in your home.



Leaning Panelled mirror  
Champagne  £699 

WEIGHT:32.3 kg 
DIMENSIONS:100 x 3.5 x 180  
( WxDxH cm ) 
BASE MATERIAL:Glass 
COLOUR:Gold 
TEXTURE/FINISH:Ant iqued and Bevel led

A large leaning variant of our best-selling panelled mirror, 
this is an imposing piece of art-meets-furniture that will 
delight every time you look into it and will help bounce 

natural light around your home to make your space seem 
larger. This statement mirror stands at 180cm tall, and is 

made up of many smaller pieces of bevelled mirror, framed in 
champagne gold hand-painted wood. While it is a leaning 
mirror, its size and weight means it must be anchored to a 

wall, using the provided wall anchor kit.



Tri cut-out border  
mirror £400 

With its retro stylings and warm aged hues, this 
Concentric Circles Iron Mirror in an antique gold 

finish is a beautiful feature for any wall. At 100 cm in 
diameter, the mirror is designed to draw the eye and 

capture attention. Available in other finishes

WEIGHT:10.7501 kg 
DIMENSIONS:98 x 98 x 2.5 
(WxDxH cm) 
TEXTURE/FINISH:Smooth 
metal l ic



Wave mirror £400 
Made from ecomix an eco-friendly recycled paper and natural materials. 
This timeless craft is moulded into life by Indian Artisans and is certified to 
Global Recycle Standard. Its entire process is designed to use more 
sustainable resources and is least dependent on Industrial processes.  
Mirror centre is 28cm diameter with wavy textured finish.  
Product sits 20mm from the wall on a fixing plate.

WEIGHT:10.5 kg 
DIMENSIONS:99.06 x 99.06 x 12.7 ( WxDxH cm ) 
TEXTURE/FINISH:Smooth 



Large arched brass mirror £375
This arched mirror is beautifully handcrafted in India using traditional methods; each piece is cast 
in sand, ensuring natural organic variations from piece to piece, which are intrinsic to the design 
of this product. It is finished in a brass colour. Available in two sizes, this larger mirror measures 
101cm tall and 91cm wide, and it can be safely hung on a keyhole on the back of the frame. Wall 
fixings are not included.

WEIGHT:13 kg 
DIMENSIONS:91 x 3 x 101 ( WxDxH cm ) 
TEXTURE/FINISH:Ant iqued brass f in ish 



Small arched brass mirror £150
Beautifully handcrafted in India using traditional methods; each piece is cast in sand, ensuring natural 
organic variations from piece to piece, which are intrinsic to the design of this product. It is finished 
in a brass colour. Available in two sizes, this smaller mirror measures 60cm tall and 46cm wide, and it 
can be safely hung on a keyhole on the back of the frame. Wall fixings not included.

WEIGHT:4.5 kg 
DIMENSIONS:46 x 3 x 60 ( WxDxH cm ) 
TEXTURE/FINISH:Ant iqued brass 

Large & smal l  arched mirrors



Round mirror chalk white £370
Chalk White is a contemporary finish that suits modern design schemes. This round mirror has a 

chalk white finish on its frame and an expansive 90cm diameter surface. Perfect for a suiting all 
interior schemes. Also available in other finishes. Part of our wider chalk white range.

WEIGHT:11.115 kg 
DIMENSIONS: 90 x 2 x 90 ( WxDxH cm ) 
BASE MATERIAL: I ron 
COLOUR:White 
TEXTURE/FINISH:Hammered 



Organic framed metal mirros Small £250

WEIGHT:6.0902 kg 
DIMENSIONS:58.5 x 6 x 60.5 ( WxDxH cm ) 
BASE MATERIAL: I ron 
COLOUR:Natural 
TEXTURE/FINISH:CLEAR MIRROR

Take inspiration from nature. This small Organic Metal Framed 
Mirror with an Oak Wood Finish measures 59x61cm and takes 
its shape from the great outdoors. A beautiful naturalistic 
addition to your home and suitable for almost any room due to 
its smaller size. Also available in an aged champagne finish and 
in two other sizes.



Organic framed metal mirros

WEIGHT:10.5723 kg 
DIMENSIONS:78 x 6 x 80.5 ( WxDxH cm ) 
BASE MATERIAL: I ron 
COLOUR:Natural 
TEXTURE/FINISH: CLEAR MIRROR

Medium £330



Organic framed metal mirros

WEIGHT:15.627 kg 
DIMENSIONS:97 x 6 x 100.5 ( WxDxH cm ) 
BASE MATERIAL: I ron 
COLOUR:Natural 
TEXTURE/FINISH:CLEAR MIRROR

Large £470


